Blind-listening
Cable looms £297-£460

Grouptest

On Test

Van den Hul
The Wave/
CS-122 Hybrid £310
From Holland comes this long-established cable
specialist, with an impressive pairing
DETAILS
PRODUCT
Cable loom
Origin
Netherlands
Type
Interconnect/
speaker cable
FEATURES
l Interconnect:
silver-plated copper
with Hulliflex jacket
l Speaker cable:
silver-plated copper
and carbon hybrid
speaker cable with
Hulliflex jacket
l Prices:
interconnect
£130/1m, speaker
cable £20 per metre
unterminated
DISTRIBUTOR
Flamingo Audio
TELEPHONE
07833 955014
WEBSITE
vandenhul.com

www.hifichoice.co.uk
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rom a company that has
made itself a great name
for the fine moving coil
cartridges it makes, comes
a vast range of interconnects and
speaker cables. The Wave is towards
the more affordable end of this, and
is another silver-plated, copper cable
featuring a “massive” 0.9mm central
conductor of oxygen-free copper. A
specially foamed dielectric insulation
material is said to minimise high
frequency signal attenuation. The
outer and inner layer are made of
the same material as the central
conductor, which is described as a
“triple shield” that is said to aid
interference suppression. As with all
van den Hul cables, it is covered in
the company’s own ‘Hulliflex’ cable
jacket, which is claimed to be both
environmentally friendly and contain
no halogens.
The CS-122 Hybrid is an updated
version of one of vdH’s classic speaker
cables, and sports two conductors
made of 147 strands of 0.16mm
diameter, high-purity, matched-crystal
oxygen-free copper with a very dense
pure-silver coating, alongside a
carbon saturated layer that is said to

In common with the Atlas Asymmetric
interconnect, vdH’s The Wave is also a
75ohm coaxial type and so lends itself to
both ‘analogue’ and ‘digital’ (S/PDIF) duties.
This common geometry is reflected in the
similarly low inductance and capacitance of
the two interconnects although vdH’s
greater conductor area lends it a very slightly
lower 45mohm/m loop resistance.
VdH’s partnering CS-122 speaker cable,
now in ‘Hybrid’ guise with mixed metal and
carbon conductors is a very different beast
from the original CS-122 that I tested for Hi-Fi
Choice over 21 years ago. The spaced, figureof-eight geometry means the 1.0μm/m series
inductance is unchanged, but the improved
dielectric means capacitance is half what
it was at just 17pF/m. Resistance has also
been cut by a factor of nearly 3x at
11.4mohm/m, further improving the
achievable amp/speaker damping factor. PM

Results at a glance
improve the sound. The cable jacket
is also made of Hulliflex and is
described as “a very attractive matt
cream colour”. During the debrief one
of our panelists counters: “it looks like
something you see in a hospital”!

Sound quality

From the opening bars of the
Beethoven piece, it is obvious that
what we are dealing with here is
special. For the first time in the test,
the sound hangs back from the
speakers and dissolves into the room,
rather than appearing to come from
two points in space – which is what
happens to a greater or lesser extent
with the other looms. Indeed, the
transparency of these cables is superb,
but it isn’t transparency at the
expense of musicality, as the vdH
loom also has a wonderfully
mellifluous quality to it that sees
the music ebbing and flowing in a
seductive and arresting manner.
The Paul Simon track is proof
positive of the way these cables are
able to let the singer’s real intentions
flood out – every vocal inflection is
carried beautifully, giving a mesmeric
quality to the music. Sure, all the
detail is there, but the bigger picture
isn’t lost in the process of rendering it.
The first track is startlingly different
to most of the other cable looms, in
the way the decay on the voice seems
to hang on, rather than ‘falling off a
cliff’ with most of the others. The
vocals are expressive and dynamic,
and this is set over a backing that
suddenly takes on an urgent, snappy
quality to it – when previously the
musicians seem to just be going
through the motions. It is amazing
how the same beats sound so
different, as if they’ve been set free.
Soundstage width isn’t as good as
some here though; this is where the
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vdH falls slightly short; it isn’t
constrained or shut in, just not quite
as expansive as – say – the Tellurium
Q. That said, depth perspective is
brilliant, “The first cable I’m hearing
with front-to-back dimensionality,”
says one panelist. Tonally it is pretty
even – maybe just a touch on the dark
and velvety side, but certainly not as
sepia-tinged as the Tellurium Q.
The overall effect is of an absolutely
stellar cable combination and one
that’s an essential audition for anyone
that’s in the market for such a thing.
The great thing is that it’s not really
all that characterful, it’s just very
unobtrusive and lets the music’s true
flavour come flooding out l

Our verdict
SOUND QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

Build Quality

features

LIKE: Very musical,
engaging sound; open
and detailed
DISLIKE: Slightly
constrained stage
width
WE SAY: Superb value
cable loom, one that’s
an essential audition

OVERALL
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